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ABSTRACT

A multi -polarized scanning phased array antenna is pro
feed line , second feed line, first 180 degree phase shifter,
second 180 degree phase shifter, third 180 degree phase
vided , which includes a first element, second element, first

shifter , fourth 180 degree phase shifter, 01 degree phase
shifter, and 02 degree phase shifter. The first element is fed
with a first polarization signal at a first feed point and a third
feed point, and a second polarization signal at a second feed
point and a fourth feed point. The second element is fed with
the firstpolarization signal at a fifth feed point and a seventh
feed point, and the second polarization signal at a sixth feed
point and an eighth feed point. The first feed line is coupled
to the elements and associated with the first polarization .

The second feed line is coupled to the plurality of elements
and associated with the second polarization . The first 180
degree phase shifter is coupled in the first feed line between
the first and third feed points , and the second 180 degree
phase shifter is coupled in the second feed line between the
second and fourth feed points . The third 180 degree phase
shifter is coupled in the first feed line between the fifth and
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seventh feed points, and the fourth 180 degree phase shifter
is coupled in the second feed line between the sixth and
eighth feed points. The 01 degree phase shifter is coupled in
the first feed line between the third and seventh feed points,
and the 02 degree phase shifter is coupled in the second feed
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METHOD AND APPARATUS THAT ISOLATE

coupled in the second feed line between the first and second

elements, and a third phase delay operatively coupled in the
first phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift, the second
5 phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift, and the third
CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED
phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift and at least one
APPLICATIONS
0 ° phase shift , wherein 6 ° represents an angle of elevation
This application is a continuation-in - part application of scanning
The phase delay may include a first phase delay opera
U.S. application Ser. No. 15/ 190,965 , filed Jun . 23, 2016 ,
which is a continuation - in-part application of U.S. applica- 10 tively
coupled
the second
feed linephasebetween
first and
sets of inelements
, a second
delay the
operatively
tion Ser. No. 13 /479,928 , filed May 24, 2012 , which claims second
coupled in the first feed line between the first and third
the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No.61 /609,619 , elements
and a third phase delay operatively coupled in the
filed Mar. 12 , 2012 , the disclosures of which are incorpo first feed , line
between the second and fourth elements . The
rated by reference herein in their entireties
15 first phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift, the second
phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift , and the third
BACKGROUND
phase delay may include a 180° phase shift and at least one
Aº phase shift, wherein 6 ° represents an angle of azimuth
Field
scanning
The disclosed subjectmatter generally relates to antennas 20 The phase delay may include a first phase delay opera
and, more particularly , relates to devices and methods that tively coupled in the first feed line between the first and third
elements, a second phase delay operatively coupled in the
increase isolation between polarizations associated with
first feed line between the second and fourth elements, a
phased array antennas and dish feed antennas .
third phase delay operatively coupled in the second feed line
Related Art
25 between the first and second elements , and a fourth phase
delay operatively coupled in the second feed line between
One of the major challenges in antenna design is to the third and fourth elements. The first phase delay may
provide the highest gain in the smallest possible area , while include a 180 ° phase shift, the second phase delay may
providing the greatest degree of isolation between differ include a 180 ° phase shift and at least one 02 ° phase shift,
ently polarized signals being transmitted and received by the 30 the third phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift, and the
fourth phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift and at
antenna .
least one 01 ° phase shift, wherein 01 ° represents an angle of
POLARIZATIONS IN PHASED ARRAY AND
DISH FEED ANTENNAS

second feed line between the third and fourth elements . The

elevation scanning and 02° represents an angle of azimuth
Various embodiments of the invention relate to a device , 35 The plurality of elements may include a patch antenna.
method , and system to increase isolation between different The first feed line may be configured to at least one of
SUMMARY

scanning .

polarizations associated with a phased array antenna . A transmit and receive at least one of a vertically polarized
multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna includes a signal, horizontally polarized signal, right-hand clockwise
plurality of elements, a horizontal feed line operatively circularly polarized signal, and left -hand counterclockwise
coupled to the plurality of elements, and a vertical feed line 40 circularly polarized signal . The second feed line may be
operatively coupled to the plurality of elements.
configured to at least one of transmit and receive at least one
A multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna is pro of a vertically polarized signal, horizontally polarized signal,
vided , which includes a plurality of elements, a first feed line right-hand clockwise circularly polarized signal, and left
operatively coupling the plurality of elements , a second feed hand counterclockwise circularly polarized signal. The first
line operatively coupling the plurality of elements , and a 45 feed line may be configured to be a horizontal feed line, and
phase delay operatively coupled in at least one of the first

the second feed line may be configured to be a vertical feed

feed line and the second feed line . The phase delay is

line .

The plurality of elements may include a first element, 50
second element, third element, and fourth element. A first set
of elements may include the first and second elements, a
second set of elements may include the third and fourth
elements, a third set of elements may include the first and
third elements, and a fourth set of elements may include the 55
second and fourth elements. The phase delay may include a
first phase delay operatively coupled in the first feed line
between the third and fourth sets of elements , and a second
phase delay operatively coupled in the second feed line
between the first and second sets of elements. At least one 60
of the first and second phase delays may include a 180 °
phase shift. The first, second , third , and fourth elementsmay
be operatively coupled by the second feed line and the first
feed line.
The phase delay may include a first phase delay opera- 65
tively coupled in the first feed line between the third and
fourth sets of elements, a second phase delay operatively

a multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna is provided ,
which includes coupling a plurality of elements operatively
with a first feed line , coupling the plurality of elements
operatively with a second feed line, and coupling a phase
delay operatively in at least one of the first feed line and the
second feed line such that a polarized signal associated with
the multi -polarized scanning phased array antenna is can
celled .
Coupling the phase delay may include coupling a first
phase delay operatively in the first feed line between the
third and fourth sets of elements , and coupling a second
phase delay operatively in the second feed line between the
first and second sets of elements . At least one of the first and
second phase delays may include a 180 ° phase shift.
Coupling the phase delay may include coupling a first
phase delay operatively in the first feed line between the
third and fourth sets of elements, coupling a second phase
delay operatively in the second feed line between the first
and second elements, and coupling a third phase delay

configured to cancel a polarized signal associated with the
multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna .

A method of increasing isolation between polarizations in
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operatively in the second feed line between the third and
fourth elements . The first phase delay may include a 180 °
phase shift, the second phase delay may include a 180 °
phase shift, and the third phase delay may include a 180 °

of the first feed line and the second feed line by operation of
the first phase shifter, second phase shifter, first angle ,
second angle , third angle , and fourth angle . At least one of
the first phase shifter and the second phase shifter includes

represents an angle of elevation scanning . The method may
include coupling the first, second , third, and fourth elements
operatively by the second feed line, and coupling the first ,
second , third , and fourth elements operatively by the first
10
feed line.
Coupling the phase delay may include coupling a first
phase delay operatively in the second feed line between the
first and second sets of elements , coupling a second phase
delay operatively in the first feed line between the first and
third elements, and coupling a third phase delay operatively 15
in the first feed line between the second and fourth elements .
The first phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift, the
second phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift , and the
third phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift and at least
one 0 ° phase shift, wherein Aº represents an angle of 20
azimuth scanning .
Coupling the phase delay may include coupling a first
phase delay operatively in the first feed line between the first
and third elements, coupling a second phase delay opera
tively in the first feed line between the second and fourth 25
elements , coupling a third phase delay operatively in the
second feed line between the first and second elements, and
coupling a fourth phase delay operatively in the second feed
line between the third and fourth elements . The first phase
delay may include a 180 ° phase shift, the second phase delay 30
may include a 180 ° phase shift and at least one 02 ° phase
shift , the third phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift ,
and the fourth phase delay may include a 180 ° phase shift
and at least one 01 ° phase shift, wherein 01° represents an
angle of elevation scanning and 02 ° represents an angle of 35
azimuth scanning
The method may include configuring the first feed line to
at least one of transmit and receive at least one of a vertically
polarized signal, horizontally polarized signal , right-hand

The analog phase shifter includes at least one length of
conductor in addition to that required to couple at least one
of ( 1 ) the first feed line across the first phase shifter and (2 )
the second feed line across the second phase shifter using a
straight conductor. The first phase shifter provides a first
180 ° phase shift between the first and third angles, and the
second phase shifter provides a second 180 ° phase shift
between the second and fourth angles.
The first feed line may be bent in only right angles, and

phase shift and at least one tº phase shift, wherein 0 ° 5 at least one of a digital phase shifter and analog phase shifter.

clockwise circularly polarized signal, and left -hand coun- 40
terclockwise circularly polarized signal. The method may
include configuring the second feed line to at least one of
transmit and receive at least one of a vertically polarized

the second feed line may be bent in only right angles. The
elementmay be a patch antenna . The first feed line may at
least one of transmit and receive at least one of a vertically
polarized signal, horizontally polarized signal, right-hand
clockwise circularly polarized signal, and left-hand coun
terclockwise circularly polarized signal. The second feed
line may at least one of transmit and receive at least one of
a vertically polarized signal, horizontally polarized signal,
right-hand clockwise circularly polarized signal, and left
hand counterclockwise circularly polarized signal. The first
feed line may be a horizontally polarized feed line, and the
second feed line may be a vertically polarized feed line.
A method of increasing isolation between polarizations in
a multi -polarized phased array antenna includes coupling an
element operatively to a first polarization signal using a first
feed line, coupling the element operatively to the second
polarization signal using a second feed line, coupling a first
phase shifter operatively in the first feed line, and coupling
a second phase shifter operatively in the second feed line .
The element is fed with the first polarization signal at a first
angle, a second polarization signal at a second angle ,the first
polarization signal at a third angle, and the second polar
ization signal at a fourth angle. The first polarization signal
includes a first polarization , and the second polarization

signal comprising a second polarization . The first polariza
tion is different from the second polarization . The first feed
line is associated with the first polarization , and the second
feed line is associated with the second polarization . At least

signal, horizontally polarized signal, right- hand clockwise one of the first phase shifter and the second phase shifter
circularly polarized signal, and left-hand counterclockwise 45 includes at least one of a digital phase shifter and an analog
circularly polarized signal. The method may include con
phase shifter. The analog phase shifter includes at least one
figuring the first feed line to be a horizontal feed line, and length of conductor in addition to that required to couple at
configuring the second feed line to be a vertical feed line . least one of ( 1 ) the first feed line across the first phase shifter
A multi-polarized phased array antenna is provided , using a straight conductor 1 and (2 ) the second feed line
which includes an element, a first feed line, a second feed 50 across the second phase shifter using a straight conductor.
line, a first phase shifter , and a second phase shifter. The The at least one length of conductor provides a phase shift .
element is fed with a first polarization signal at a first angle, The first phase shifter provides a first 180 ° phase shift
a second polarization signal at a second angle , the first between ( 1) the first and third angles, and the second phase
polarization signal at a third angle, and the second polar shifter provides a second 180 ° phase shift between the
ization signal at a fourth angle . The first polarization signal 55 second and fourth angles.
includes a first polarization , and the second polarization
The first feed line may be bent in only right angles, and
signal includes a second polarization . The first polarization the second feed line may be bent in only right angles. The
is different from the second polarization . The first feed line method may include configuring the first feed line to at least
operatively couples the first polarization signal to the ele
one of transmit and receive at least one of a vertically
ment, and the first feed line is associated with the first 60 polarized signal, horizontally polarized signal, right-hand
polarization . The second feed line operatively couples the clockwise circularly polarized signal, and left -hand coun
second polarization signal to the element, and the second terclockwise circularly polarized signal. The method may
feed line is associated with the second polarization . The first include configuring the second feed line to at least one of
phase shifter is operatively coupled in the first feed line , and transmit and receive at least one of a vertically polarized
the second phase shifter is operatively coupled in the second 65 signal, horizontally polarized signal, right-hand clockwise
feed line . One of the first polarization signal and the second circularly polarized signal, and left -hand counterclockwise
polarization signal is cancelled at a feed point in at least one circularly polarized signal. The method may include con
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figuring the first feed line to be a horizontally polarized feed a sixth feed point and an eighth feed point. The third element
line , and configuring the second feed line to be a vertically is fed with the first polarization signal at a ninth feed point
polarized feed line.
and a eleventh feed point, and the third element is fed with
A multi -polarized scanning phased array antenna is pro the second polarization signal at a tenth feed point and a
vided , which includes a plurality of elements including a 5 twelfth feed point. The fourth element is fed with the first
first element and a second element, a first feed line, a second polarization signal at a thirteenth feed point and a fifteenth
feed line, a first 180 degree phase shifter, a second 180 feed point, and the fourth element is fed with the second
degree phase shifter , a third 180 degree phase shifter, a polarization signal at a fourteenth feed point and a sixteenth
fourth 180 degree phase shifter, a 01 degree phase shifter, feed point. The first polarization signal includes a first
and 02 degree phase shifter. The first element is fed with a 10 polarization , and the second polarization signal includes a
first polarization signal at a first feed point and a third feed second polarization . The first polarization is different from
point, and the first element is fed with a second polarization the second polarization . The first feed line is operatively
signal at a second feed point and a fourth feed point. The coupling the plurality of elements , and is associated with the
second element is fed with the first polarization signal at a first polarization . The second feed line is operatively cou
fifth feed point and a seventh feed point, and the second 15 pling the plurality of elements , and is associated with the
element is fed with the second polarization signal at a sixth second polarization . The first 180 degree phase shifter is
feed point and an eighth feed point. The first polarization operatively coupled in the first feed line between the first and
signal includes a first polarization , and the second polariza
third feed points , and the second 180 degree phase shifter is
tion signal includes a second polarization. The first polar operatively coupled in the second feed line between the
ization is different from the second polarization . The first 20 second and fourth feed points. The third 180 degree phase
feed line is operatively coupled to the plurality of elements , shifter is operatively coupled in the first feed line between
and associated with the first polarization . The second feed the fifth and seventh feed points , and the fourth 180 degree
line is operatively coupling to the plurality of elements, and phase shifter is operatively coupled in the second feed line
associated with the second polarization . The first 180 degree between the sixth and eighth feed points. The fifth 180
phase shifter is operatively coupled in the first feed line 25 degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in the first feed
between the first and third feed points, and the second 180 line between the ninth and eleventh feed points, and the sixth
degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in the second 180 degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in the second
feed line between the second and fourth feed points. The feed line between the tenth and twelfth feed points. The
third 180 degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in the seventh 180 degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in
first feed line between the fifth and seventh feed points , and 30 the first feed line between the thirteenth and fifteenth feed
the fourth 180 degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in points, and the eighth 180 degree phase shifter is operatively
the second feed line between the sixth and eighth feed coupled in the second feed line between the fourteenth and
points . The 01 degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in sixteenth feed points . The first 01 degree phase shifter is
the first feed line between the third and seventh feed points, operatively coupled in the first feed line between the third
and the 02 degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in the 35 and fifteenth feed points , and the second 01 degree phase
second feed line between the second and sixth feed points . shifter is operatively coupled in the first feed line between
The first feed line can be bent in only right angles, and the the eleventh and seventh feed points. The 02 degree phase
second feed line may be bent in only right angles. The shifter is operatively coupled in the second feed line
element can include a patch antenna . The first feed line can between the fourth and eighth feed points, and the 03 phase
at least one of transmit and receive at least one of a vertically 40 shifter is operatively coupled in the first feed line between
polarized signal, horizontally polarized signal, right-hand the third and eleventh feed points. The first 04 phase shifter
clockwise circularly polarized signal, and left-hand coun is operatively coupled in the second feed line between the
terclockwise circularly polarized signal. The second feed fourth and twelfth feed points , and the second 04 phase
line can at least one of transmit and receive at least one of shifter is operatively coupled in the second feed line
a vertically polarized signal, horizontally polarized signal, 45 between the eighth and sixteenth feed points .
right-hand clockwise circularly polarized signal, and left
A multi -polarized scanning phased array antenna is pro
hand counterclockwise circularly polarized signal. The first vided , which includes a plurality of elements , a first feed
feed line can be a horizontally polarized feed line, and the line, a second feed line , a first 180 degree phase shifter , a
second feed line can be a vertically polarized feed line .
second 180 degree phase shifter , a third 180 degree phase
A multi -polarized scanning phased array antenna is pro- 50 shifter, a fourth 180 degree phase shifter, a fifth 180 degree
vided , which includes a plurality of elements , a first feed phase shifter, a sixth 180 degree phase shifter, a 01 degree
line, a second feed line, a first 180 degree phase shifter, a phase shifter, and a 02 degree phase shifter. The plurality of
second 180 degree phase shifter , a third 180 degree phase elements includes a first element, a second element, and a
shifter, a fourth 180 degree phase shifter, a fifth 180 degree third element. The first element is fed with a first polariza
phase shifter, a sixth 180 degree phase shifter, a seventh 180 55 tion signal at a first feed point and a third feed point, and the
degree phase shifter, an eighth 180 degree phase shifter, a first element is fed with a second polarization signal at a
first 01 degree phase shifter , a second 01 degree phase second feed point and a fourth feed point. The second
shifter , a 02 degree phase shifter, a 03 phase shifter , a first element is fed with the first polarization signal at a fifth feed
04 phase shifter, and a second 04 phase shifter. The plurality point and a seventh feed point, and the second element is fed
of elements includes a first element, a second element , a 60 with the second polarization signal at a sixth feed point and
third element, and a fourth element. The first element is fed an eighth feed point. The third element is fed with the first
with a first polarization signal at a first feed point and a third polarization signal at a ninth feed point and an eleventh feed
feed point, and the first element is fed with a second point, and the second element is fed with the second
polarization signal at a second feed point and a fourth feed polarization signal at a tenth feed point and a twelfth feed
point. The second element is fed with the first polarization 65 point, The first polarization signal includes a first polariza
signal at a fifth feed point and a seventh feed point, and the tion , and the second polarization signal includes a second
second element is fed with the second polarization signal at polarization . The first polarization is different from the
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second polarization . The first feed line is operatively cou

line can be a horizontally polarized feed line, and the second
feed line can be a vertically polarized feed line .
A method of increasing isolation between polarizations in
a multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna is provided ,
polarization . The first 180 degree phase shifter is operatively 5 which includes: coupling a plurality of elements operatively

pling the plurality of elements , and associated with the first
polarization . The second feed line is operatively coupling
the plurality of elements , and associated with the second

coupled in the first feed line between the first and third feed
points , and the second 180 degree phase shifter is opera
tively coupled in the second feed line between the second
and fourth feed points. The third 180 degree phase shifter is

with a first feed line, wherein the plurality of elements

includes a first element, a second element, a third element,

and a fourth element, the first element is fed with a first

polarization signal at a first feed point and a third feed point,

operatively coupled in the first feed line between the fifth 10 athesecond
first element
is fed with a second polarization signal at
feed point and a fourth feed point, the second

and seventh feed points, and the fourth 180 degree phase element is fed with the first polarization signal at a fifth feed
shifter is operatively coupled in the second feed line point and a seventh feed point, the second element is fed
between the sixth and eighth feed points. The fifth 180 with
the second polarization signal at a sixth feed point and
degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in the first feed 15 an eighth
feed point, the third element is fed with the first
line between the ninth and eleventh feed points, and the sixth polarization signal at a ninth feed point and a eleventh feed
180 degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in the second point, the third element is fed with the second polarization

feed line between the tenth and twelfth feed points . The 01 signal at a tenth feed point and a twelfth feed point, the
degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in the first feed fourth element is fed with the first polarization signal at a
line between the third and seventh feed points , and the 02 20 thirteenth feed point and a fifteenth feed point, the fourth
degree phase shifter is operatively coupled in the second element is fed with the second polarization signal at a
fourteenth feed point and a sixteenth feed point, the first
feed line between the second and sixth feed points.
A method of increasing isolation between polarizations in polarization signal including a first polarization , the second
a multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna is provided , polarization signal including a second polarization , the first
which includes: coupling a plurality of elements operatively 25 polarization is different from the second polarization , the
with a first feed line, wherein the plurality of elements first feed line is associated with the first polarization; cou
includes a first element and a second element, the first pling the plurality of elements operatively with a second
element is fed with a first polarization signal at a first feed feed line , wherein the second feed line is associated with the
point and a third feed point, the first element is fed with a second polarization ; coupling a first 180 degree phase shifter
second polarization signal at a second feed point and a fourth 30 operatively in the first feed line between the first and third
feed point, the second element is fed with the first polariza
feed points ; coupling a second 180 degree phase shifter
tion signal at a fifth feed point and a seventh feed point, the operatively in the second feed line between the second and
second element is fed with the second polarization signal at fourth feed points ; coupling a third 180 degree phase shifter
a sixth feed point and an eighth feed point, the first polar operatively in the first feed line between the fifth and seventh
ization signal includes a first polarization , the second polar- 35 feed points ; coupling a fourth 180 degree phase shifter
ization signal includes a second polarization , the first polar operatively in the second feed line between the sixth and
ization is different from the second polarization, and the first eighth feed points ; coupling a fifth 180 degree phase shifter
feed line is associated with the first polarization ; coupling operatively in the first feed line between the ninth and
the plurality ofelements operatively with a second feed line, eleventh feed points; coupling a sixth 180 degree phase
wherein the second feed line is associated with the second 40 shifter operatively in the second feed line between the tenth
polarization ; coupling a first 180 degree phase shifter opera
and twelfth feed points ; coupling a seventh 180 degree phase
tively in the first feed line between the first and third feed shifter operatively in the first feed line between the thir
points; coupling a second 180 degree phase shifter opera
teenth and fifteenth feed points ; coupling an eighth 180
tively in the second feed line between the second and fourth degree phase shifter operatively in the second feed line
feed points; coupling a third 180 degree phase shifter 45 between the fourteenth and sixteenth feed points ; coupling a
operatively in the first feed line between the fifth and seventh first 01 degree phase shifter operatively in the first feed line
feed points ; coupling a fourth 180 degree phase shifter between the third and fifteenth feed points ; coupling a
operatively in the second feed line between the sixth and second 01 degree phase shifter operatively in the first feed
eighth feed points; coupling a 01 degree phase shifter line between the eleventh and seventh feed points ; coupling
operatively in the first feed line between the third and 50 a 02 degree phase shifter operatively in the second feed line
seventh feed points; and coupling a 02 degree phase shifter between the fourth and eighth feed points; coupling a 03
operatively in the second feed line between the second and phase shifter operatively in the first feed line between the
third and eleventh feed points; coupling a first 04 phase
sixth feed points.
Themethod of increasing isolation between polarizations shifter operatively in the second feed line between the fourth
in a multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna can 55 and twelfth feed points; and coupling a second 04 phase
include bending the first feed line in only right angles, and shifter operatively in the second feed line between the eighth
bending the second feed line in only right angles. The and sixteenth feed points .
element can include a patch antenna. The method can
A method of increasing isolation between polarizations in
include at least one of transmitting , receiving by the first a multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna is provided ,
feed line at least one of a vertically polarized signal, 60 which includes: coupling a plurality of elements operatively
horizontally polarized signal , right-hand clockwise circu with a first feed line, wherein the plurality of elements
larly polarized signal, left -hand counterclockwise circularly includes a first element, a second element, and a third
polarized signal. The method can include at least one of element, the first element is fed with a first polarization
transmitting , receiving by the second feed line at least one signal at a first feed point and a third feed point, the first
of a vertically polarized signal, horizontally polarized signal, 65 element is fed with a second polarization signal at a second
right-hand clockwise circularly polarized signal, left-hand feed point and a fourth feed point, the second element is fed
counterclockwise circularly polarized signal. The first feed with the first polarization signal at a fifth feed point and a
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seventh feed point, the second element is fed with the second
polarization signal at a sixth feed point and an eighth feed
point, the third element is fed with the first polarization
signal at a ninth feed point and an eleventh feed point, the

second element is fed with the second polarization signal at 5

10
understood elements that are useful or necessary in a com
mercially feasible embodiment are not shown in order to
facilitate a less hindered view of the illustrated embodi
ments .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
a tenth feed point and a twelfth feed point the first polar
ization signal includes a first polarization , the second polar
ization signal includes a second polarization , the first polar
In the case of dual polarized antennas, such as antennas
ization is different from the second polarization , and the first utilizing linear polarization , reductions in area are achieved
feed line is associated with the first polarization; coupling 10 by
introducing both polarizations in a plurality of single
the plurality of elements operatively with a second feed line , elements associated with the phased array or, in the case of
wherein the second feed line is associated with the second two separate elements each having a single polarization , by
polarization ; coupling a first 180 degree phase shifter opera
providing dual polarizations that occupy the same area. To
tively in the first feed line between the first and third feed do this, the polarizations ( such as vertical and horizontal) are
points ; coupling a second 180 degree phase shifter opera- 15 provided by the same antenna element.However, proximity
tively in the second feed line between the second and fourth between phased array elements creates additional chal
feed points; coupling a third 180 degree phase shifter lenges, such as maintaining isolation between polarizations.
operatively in the first feed line between the fifth and seventh Accordingly, embodiments of the invention improve isola
feed points; coupling a fourth 180 degree phase shifter tion between different polarizations in multi-polarized
operatively in the second feed line between the sixth and 20 phased array antennas. Embodiments of the invention also
eighth feed points ; coupling a fifth 180 degree phase shifter cancel a polarization signal while another polarization signal
operatively in the first feed line between the ninth and is active .
eleventh feed points; coupling a fourth 180 degree phase
FIG . 1 shows an antenna 10 having vertical and horizontal
shifter operatively in the second feed line between the tenth polarization feed lines without azimuth or elevation scan
and twelfth feed points ; coupling a 01 degree phase shifter 25 ning. The antenna 10 transmits and receives in two polar
operatively in the first feed line between the third and izations, such as two linear polarizations , such as vertical
seventh feed points ; and coupling a 02 degree phase shifter and horizontal polarizations. However, embodiments of the
operatively in the second feed line between the second and invention are equally applicable to circular polarizations .
Line 12 represents a vertical polarization feed line, line 14
sixth feed points .
Other embodiments will become apparent from the fol- 30 represents a horizontal polarization feed line, and squares
lowing detailed description considered in conjunction with represent antenna elements 16. Feed points V1, V2, V3, V4
the accompanying drawings. It is to be understood, however , represent vertical polarization feed points 18 , and feed
that the drawings are designed as an illustration only and not points H1,H2, H3, H4 represent horizontalpolarization feed
as a definition of the limits of any of the embodiments .
points 20. Connection points A , B , C represent connection
35 points 22 for the vertical polarization feed line 12, and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
connection points X , Y, Z represent connection points 24 for
the horizontal polarization feed line 14 .
The following drawings are provided by way of example
FIG . 1 shows an embodiment of the invention including
only and without limitation, wherein like reference numerals a single element for dual linear polarization, which is
(when used ) indicate corresponding elements throughout the 40 equally applicable to all types of antennas. Signals arriving
several views, and wherein :
from connection point A to connection point C and connec
FIG . 1 shows an antenna having vertical and horizontal tion point X to connection point Z experience an additional
polarization feed lines without azimuth or elevation scan
180 -degree phase shift 26 , 28 , respectively , either due to an
ning in accordance with a first embodiment of the invention ; additional length of conductor 26 , 28 for a narrowband
FIG . 2 shows an antenna having vertical and horizontal 45 signal or a phase shifter with a 180 ° hybrid (not shown ) for
polarization feed lines with elevation scanning in accor a wideband signal. That is , if the application is narrowband ,
dance with a second embodiment of the invention ;
such as rates up to 1.544 Mbps , the additional length of
FIG . 3 shows an antenna having vertical and horizontal conductor is used , and if the application is wideband, such
polarization feed lines with azimuth scanning in accordance as 64 Kbps to 2 Mbps, the 180 ° hybrid is used .In broadband
50 applications , the 180 ° phase shift can be added by using
with a third embodiment of the invention ;
FIG . 4 shows an antenna having vertical and horizontal hybrids, digital phase shifters , and/or analog phase shifters.

polarization feed lines with azimuth and elevation scanning

in accordance with a fourth embodiment of the invention ;
FIG . 5 shows an antenna having vertical and horizontal

In a first example implementation of the embodiment

shown in FIG . 1, horizontal polarization is received by the
vertical feed line 12. Specifically, signal V1 is fed at vertical

polarization feed lines without azimuth or elevation scan- 55 polarization feed point V1 20 at an angle of 0 °, signal V2 is

ning in accordance with a fifth embodimentof the invention ;
FIG . 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a two-element

fed at vertical polarization feed point V2 20 at an angle of
0 °, signal V3 is fed at vertical polarization feed point V3 20
antenna array in accordance with the disclosed subject at an angle of 0 ° , and signal V4 is fed at verticalpolarization
matter ;
feed point V4 20 at an angle of 0 °. For normalized feed
FIG . 7 shows a schematic diagram of four- element 60 signals, V1 = V2 = V3= V4 = 1. The signal at connection point
antenna array in accordance with the disclosed subject A equals V1 at 0 ° + V2 at 0 °, and the signal at connection
point B equals V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 °. All four signals add at
matter ; and
FIG . 8 shows a schematic diagram of three -element connection point C to equal V1 at 180 ° + V2 at 180 ° + V3 at
antenna array in accordance with the disclosed subject 0 ° + V4 at 0 °. Therefore, the signal at connection point C is
matter.
65 equal to -V1 at 0 ° -V2 at 0 ° + V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 °, which
It is to be appreciated that elements in the figures are equals 0. Since the magnitudes of the signals are equal, the
illustrated for simplicity and clarity . Common but well

signals cancel each other, which indicate that undesirable
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horizontal polarization signal magnitudes become zero at normalized feed signals, H1= H2 = H3 = H4 = 1. The signal at
connection point X equals H1 at 180 ° +H3 at 180 ° , and the
vertical polarization feed line while the antenna 10 is signal at connection point Y equals H2 at 0 ° +H4 at 0 °. All
receiving. As indicated above, no horizontal polarization four signals add at connection point Z to equal H1 at
signal is received at connection point C. Thus, isolation is 5 360 ° + H2 at 0 ° +H3 at 360° +H4 at 0 °. Since a 360 ° degree
increased to infinity, which shows that one element can be phase shift is equivalent to a 0 ° degree phase shift, the signal

connection point C. Connection point C is the output of the

used for both polarizations simultaneously without any

at point Z can be rewritten as H1 at 0 ° +H2 at 0 ° + H3 at
0 ° + H4 at 0 ° . This result indicates that a horizontal polar
In a second example implementation of the embodiment ization signal can be received and transmitted from the
shown in FIG . 1, vertical polarization is received by the 10 horizontal feed line without cancellation or degradation .
vertical feed line 12. Specifically, signal V1 is fed at vertical Point Z is the output of the horizontal polarization feed line
isolation issues .

polarization feed point V1 at an angle of 180 °, signal V2 is 14 while the antenna 10 is receiving. As indicated above, at
fed at vertical polarization feed point V2 20 at an angle of point Z , the horizontal signal is received without cancelation
180 °, signal V3 is fed at vertical polarization feed point V3 or attenuation as desired while no verticalpolarization signal
20 at an angle of 0 °, and signal V4 is fed at vertical 15 is received , which indicates that one element can be used for
polarization feed point V4 20 at an angle of 0 °. For nor both polarizations simultaneously without cancellation or

malized feed signals , V1 = V2 = V3 = V4 = 1. The signal at attenuation issues .
connection point A equals V1 at 180 ° + V2 at 180 ° , and the
FIG . 2 shows an antenna 40 having vertical and horizontal
signal at connection point B equals V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 °. All polarization feed lines with elevation scanning . The antenna
four signals add at connection point C to equal V1 at 20 40 transmits and receives in two polarizations , such as in
360 ° + V2 at 360° + V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 °. Since a 360° degree two linear polarizations, such as vertical and horizontal
phase shift is equivalent to a 0 ° degree phase shift, the signal polarizations. However , embodiments of the invention are
at connection point C can be rewritten as V1 at 0 ° + V2 at equally applicable to circular polarization as well. Line 42
0 ° + V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 ° . This result indicates that a vertical

polarization signal can be received and transmitted from the 25
vertical feed line 12 without cancellation or degradation .
Connection point C is the output of the vertical polarization
feed line 12 while the antenna 10 is receiving . As indicated
above, at connection point C , the vertical signal is received
without cancelation or attenuation as desired while no 30

horizontal polarization signal is received . This shows that
one element can be used for both polarizations simultane
ously without cancellation or attenuation issues.
In a third example implementation of the embodiment
shown in FIG . 1, vertical polarization is received by the 35
horizontal feed line 14. Specifically, signal H1 is fed at
horizontal polarization feed point H1 18 at an angle of 0 °,
signal H2 is fed at horizontal polarization feed point H2 18
at an angle of 0 °, signal H3 is fed at horizontal polarization
feed point H3 18 at an angle of 0 °, and signal H4 is fed at 40
horizontal polarization feed point H4 18 at an angle of 0 °.
For normalized feed signals , H1= H2 = H3 = H4= 1. The signal

represents a vertical polarization feed line , line 44 represents

a horizontal polarization feed line , and squares represent
antenna elements 46.Feed points H1, H2, H3, H4 represent
horizontal polarization feed points 50, and feed points V1,
V2, V3 , V4 represent vertical polarization feed points 48. A ,
B and C represent connection points 52 for the vertical
polarization feed line 42 , and X , Y and Z represent connec

tion points 54 for the horizontal polarization feed line 44 .
FIG . 2 shows an embodiment of the invention including
a single element for dual linear polarization , which is
equally applicable to all types of antennas . Signals arriving
from connection point V1 to connection point A , connection
point V3 to connection point B , and connection point X to
connection point Z experience an additional 180 -degree
phase shift either due to an additional length of conductor 56
for a narrowband signal or a phase shifter with a 180 ° hybrid
(not shown ) for wideband applications. That is, if the
application is narrowband , an additional length of conductor
is used , and if the application is wideband , a 180 ° hybrid is
at connection point X equals H1 at 0 ° +H2 at 0 °, and the used . In broadband applications, the 180 ° phase shift can be
signal at connection point Y equals H3 at 0 ° + H4 at 0 °. All added by using hybrids, digital phase shifters , and /or analog
four signals add at connection point Z to equal H1 at 45 phase shifters. Elevation scanning is implemented by apply
180 ° +H2 at 0 ° + H3 at 180 ° + H4 at 0 °. Therefore, the signal ing a ° phase shift 51 in the vertical polarization feed line
at connection point Z is equal to -H1 at 0 ° +H2 at 0 ° -H3 at 42 .
0 ° +H4 at 0 ° , which equals 0. Since the magnitudes of the
In a first example implementation of the embodiment
signals are equal, the signals cancel each other, which shown in FIG . 2, horizontal polarization is received by the
indicate that the magnitude of undesirable vertical polariza- 50 vertical polarization feed line 42. Specifically, signal V1 is
tion signals becomes zero at point Z , which is the horizontal fed at vertical polarization feed point V1 at an angle of 0 °,
polarization feed point. Therefore, complete isolation signal V2 is fed at vertical polarization feed point V2 at an
between polarizations is achieved in this configuration . angle of 0 ° , signal V3 is fed at vertical polarization feed
Connection point Z is the output of the horizontal polariza
point V3 at an angle of 0 °, and signal V4 is fed at vertical
tion feed line 14 while the antenna 10 is receiving. As 55 polarization feed point V4 at an angle of 0 °. Fornormalized
indicated above, no vertical polarization signal is received at feed signals , V1 = V2= V3 = V4 = 1 . The signal at connection
connection point Z. The isolation increased to infinity , point A equals V1 at 180 ° + V2 at 0 ° or -V1 at 0 ° + V2 at 0 °,
which indicates that one element can be used for both which is equal to 0 , and the signal at connection point B
polarizations simultaneously without isolation issues.
equals V3 at (180 + 0 ) ° + V4 at ° or -V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 09,
In a fourth example implementation of the embodiment 60 which equals 0. Therefore, the signal at connection point C
shown in FIG . 1, horizontal polarization is received by the is equal to -V1 at 0 ° + V2 at 0 ° -V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 °, which
horizontal feed line 14. Specifically , signal H1 is fed at equals 0. Since the magnitudes of the signals are equal, the
horizontal polarization feed point H1 at an angle of 180 °, signals cancel each other, which indicate that undesirable
signal H2 is fed at horizontal polarization feed point H2 at horizontal polarization signal magnitudes are not received
an angle of 0 °, signal H3 is fed at horizontal polarization 65 by the vertical polarization feed line. Point C is the output
feed point H3 at an angle of 180 °, and signal H4 is fed at of the vertical polarization feed line 42 while the antenna 40
horizontal polarization feed point H4 at an angle of 0 ° . For is receiving . As indicated above, no horizontal polarization
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signal is received at connection point C. The isolation is 0 ° +H4 at 0 ° . This result indicates that a horizontal polar
increased to infinity, which indicates that one elementcan be ization signal can be received and transmitted from the
used for both polarizations simultaneously without isolation horizontal polarization feed line 44 without cancellation or
issues.
degradation . Point Z is the output of the horizontal polar
In a second example implementation of the embodiment 5 ization feed line 44 while the antenna 40 is receiving. As
shown in FIG . 2 , vertical polarization is received by the discussed above, at connection point Z , the horizontal signal
vertical polarization feed line 42. Specifically , signal V1 is is received without cancelation or attenuation as desired

fed at vertical polarization feed point V1 at an angle of 180 °, while no vertical polarization signal is received , which
signal V2 is fed at vertical polarization feed point V2 at an indicates that one element can be used for both polarizations
angle of 0 ° , signal V3 is fed at vertical polarization feed 10 simultaneously without cancellation or attenuation issues.
point V3 at an angle of 180°, and signal V4 is fed at vertical
FIG . 3 shows an antenna 60 having vertical and horizontal
polarization feed point V4 at an angle of 0 ° . For normalized polarization feed lines with azimuth scanning The antenna
feed signals , V1= V2 = V3= V4 = 1. The signal at connection 60 transmits and receives in two polarizations, such as in
point A equals V1 at 360 ° + V2 at 0 ° or V1 at 0 ° + V2 at 0 °, two linear polarizations , such as vertical and horizontal
and the signal at connection point B equals V3 at (360+ 15 polarizations. However, embodiments of the invention are
0 )° + V4 at 0 ° or V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 °. All four signals add at equally applicable to circular polarizations as well. Line 62
connection point C to equal V1 at 0 ° + V2 at 0 ° + V3 at 0 ° + V4 represents a vertical polarization feed line, line 64 represents
at 0 °. This result indicates that a vertical polarization signal a horizontal polarization feed line , and squares represent

can be received and transmitted from the vertical polariza
antenna elements 66. Feed points H1, H2, H3, H4 represent
C is the output of the verticalpolarization feed line 42 while V2, V3 , V4 represent vertical polarization feed points 70. A ,
the antenna 40 is receiving. As shown above at point C , the B and C represent connection points 72 for the vertical
vertical signal is received without cancelation or attenuation polarization feed line 62 , and X , Y and Z represent connec
as desired while no horizontal polarization signal is tion points 74 for the horizontal polarization feed line 64 .
received , which indicates that one element can be used for 25 FIG . 3 shows an embodiment of the invention including
both polarizations simultaneously without cancellation or a single element for dual linear polarization , which is
attenuation issues .
equally applicable to all types of antennas. Signals arriving
In a third example implementation of the embodiment from connection point A to connection point C , connection
shown in FIG . 2 , vertical polarization is received by the point H1 to connection point X , and connection point H2 to
horizontal polarization feed line 44. Specifically, signal H1 30 connection point Y experience an additional 180 -degree
is fed at horizontal polarization feed point H1 at an angle of phase shift either due to an additional length of conductor 76
0 °, signal H2 is fed at horizontal polarization feed point H2 for a narrowband signal or a phase shifter with a 180 ° hybrid
at an angle of 0 °, signal H3 is fed at horizontal polarization (not shown ) for a wide- band signal. That is, if the applica
feed point H3 at an angle of 0 °, and signal H4 is fed at tion is narrowband , an additional length of conductor is

tion feed line 42 without cancellation or degradation . Point 20 horizontal polarization feed points 68 , and feed points V1 ,

horizontal polarization feed point H4 at an angle of 0 °. For 35 used , and if the application is wideband , a 180 ° hybrid is
normalized feed signals , H1=H2= H3= H4= 1 . The signal at used . In broadband applications, the 180 ° phase shift can be

connection point X equals H1 at 0 ° +H3 at 0 °, and the signal
at connection point Y equals H2 at 0 ° +H4 at 0 °. All four
signals add at connection point Z to equal H1 at 180 ° +H2 at
0 ° +H3 at ( 180 + 0 ) ° +H4 at (180 + 0 ) . Therefore, the signal at 40
connection point Z is equal to -H1 at 0 ° +H2 at 0 ° -H3 at
0 ° +H4 at 0 ° , which equals 0. Since the magnitudes of the

signals are equal , the signals cancel each other , which
indicates that the magnitude of undesirable vertical polar
ization signals become zero at connection point Z , which is 45
the horizontal polarization feed point. Connection point Z is
the output of the horizontal polarization feed line 44 while
the antenna 40 is receiving. As indicated above, no vertical
polarization signal is received at point Z. The isolation is

added by using hybrids, digital phase shifters , and/or analog
phase shifters. Elevation scanning is implemented by apply
ing a tº phase shift 77 in the horizontal polarization feed line
64 .
In a first example implementation of the embodiment
shown in FIG . 3 , vertical polarization is received by the

horizontal polarization feed line 64. Specifically , signal H1
is fed at horizontal polarization feed pointH1 at an angle of
0 °, signal H2 is fed at horizontal polarization feed pointH2
at an angle of 0 °, signal H3 is fed at horizontal polarization
feed point H3 at an angle of 0 ° , and signal H4 is fed at
horizontal polarization feed point H4 at an angle of 0 °. For
normalized feed signals, H1= H2 = H3 = H4 = 1. The signal at

increased to infinity, which shows that one element can be 50 connection point X 74 equals H1 at 180 ° +H3 at 0 °, and the
used for both polarizations simultaneously without isolation signal at connection point Y equals H2 at ( 180 + 0 ) ° + H4 at 8 ° .
issues.
Therefore , since the signals differ by 180 ° and have the same
In a fourth example implementation of the embodiment magnitude, the signals cancel each other, which indicate that
shown in FIG . 2, horizontal polarization is received by the undesirable vertical polarization signal magnitudes are not

horizontal polarization feed line 44. Specifically, signal H1 55 received by the horizontal polarization feed line 64. There
is fed at horizontal polarization feed point H1 at an angle of fore , complete isolation between polarizations is achieved .
180 °, signal H2 is fed at horizontal polarization feed point
H2 at an angle of 0 °, signal H3 is fed at horizontal polar
ization feed point H3 at an angle of 180 °, and signal H4 is
fed at horizontal polarization feed point H4 at an angle of 0°. 60
For normalized feed signals, H1= H2= H3 =H4 = 1. The signal
at connection point X equals H1 at 180 ° +H3at 180 °, and the
signal at connection point Y equals H2 at 0 ° + H4 at 0 °. All
four signals add at connection point Z to equal H1 at
360° + H2 at 0° +H3 at 360 ° +H4 at 0 °. Since a 360 ° degree 65
phase shift is equivalent to a 0 ° degree phase shift, the signal
at point Z can be rewritten as H1 at 0° +H2 at 0 ° +H3 at

Connection point Z is the output of the horizontal polariza
tion feed line 64 while the antenna 60 is receiving . As
discussed above, no vertical polarization signal is received
at point Z. The isolation is increased to infinity, which
indicates thatone element can be used for both polarizations
simultaneously without isolation issues.
In a second example implementation of the embodiment
shown in FIG . 3, horizontal polarization is received by the
horizontal polarization feed line 64. Specifically, signal H1
is fed at horizontal polarization feed point H1 at an angle of
180 °, signal H2 is fed at horizontal polarization feed point
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H2 at an angle of 180°, signal H3 is fed at horizontal
is fed at horizontal polarization feed point H4 at an angle of
0 °. For normalized feed signals , H1 = H2 = H3= H4 = 1. The
signal at connection point X equals H1 at 360 ° + H3 at 0 ° or 5

16

element can be used for both polarizations simultaneously
FIG . 4 shows an antenna 80 having vertical and horizontal
polarization feed lines 82, 84 with azimuth and elevation
scanning . The antenna 80 transmits and receives in two
H1 at 0 ° +H3 at 0 °, and the signal at connection point Y polarizations, such as in two linear polarizations, such as
equals H2 at (360 + 0 ) ° + H4 at 0 ° or H2 at 0 ° + H4 at 0 ° . All vertical and horizontal polarizations. However, embodi
of the invention are equally applicable to circular
four signals add at connection point Z to equal H1 at 0 ° +H2 ments
polarizations as well. Line 82 represents a vertical polariza
at 0 ° +H3 at 0 ° + H4 at 0 ° . This result indicates that a
horizontal polarization signal can be received and transmit- 10 tion
feed, line
line 84 represent
representsantenna
a horizontal
polarization
feed line
and,squares
elements
86. Feed
ted from the horizontal polarization feed line 64 without any points
,H2,H3, H4 represent horizontal polarization feed
cancellation or degradation . Point Z is the output of the points H1
88 , and feed points V1, V2, V3, V4 represent vertical
horizontal polarization feed line 64 while the antenna 60 is polarization
points 90. A , B and C represent connection
receiving. As discussed above, at point Z , the horizontal 15 points 92 forfeed
the
polarization feed line 82 , and X , Y
signal is received without cancelation or attenuation as and Z represent vertical
connection points 94 for the horizontal
desired while no vertical polarization signal is received , polarization feed line 84 .
which shows that one element can be used for both polar
FIG . 4 shows an embodiment of the invention including
izations simultaneously without cancellation or attenuation a single element for dual linear polarization , which is
issues.
20 equally applicable to all types of antennas. Signals arriving
In a third example implementation of the embodiment from connection point B to connection point V3, connection
shown in FIG . 3, horizontal polarization is received by the point A to connection point V1, and connection point H2 to
vertical polarization feed line 62. Specifically , signal V1 is connection point Y experience an additional 180 -degree
fed at vertical polarization feed point V1 at an angle of 0 °, phase shift either due to an additional length of conductor 96
signal V2 is fed at vertical polarization feed point V2 at an 25 for a narrowband signal or a phase shifter with a 180 ° hybrid
angle of 0 °, signal V3 is fed at vertical polarization feed (not shown ) for a wide-band signal. That is , if the applica
point V3 at an angle of 0 ° , and signal V4 is fed at vertical tion is narrowband , an additional length of conductor is
polarization feed point V4 at an angle of 0 °. For normalized used , and if application is wideband , a 180 ° hybrid is used .
feed signals , V1= V2= V3= V4 = 1. The signal at connection In broadband applications, the 180 ° phase shift can be added
point A equals V1 at 0 ° + V2 at 6 °, and the signal at 30 by using hybrids, digital phase shifters, and /or analog phase
connection point B equals V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 °. All four shifters. Azimuth scanning is implemented by applying a
signals add at connection point C to equal V1 at 180 ° + V2 at 02 ° phase shift 100 in the horizontal polarization feed line
( 180 + 0 )° + V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 °. Therefore , the signal at con
84 , and elevation scanning is implemented by applying a 01 °
nection point C is equal to + V1 at 0 ° -V2 at 8 ° + V3 at 0 ° + V4 phase shift 98 in the vertical polarization feed line 82.
at 0 °, which equals 0. Since the magnitudes of the signals are 35 To be able to steer the beam in azimuth (horizontal
equal, the signals cancel each other, which indicates that the direction ) and elevation (vertical direction ), there is a phase
magnitude of undesirable horizontal polarization signals difference between horizontal elements for azimuth steering
become zero at point C , which is the vertical polarization and between vertical elements for elevation steering . FIG . 4
feed point. Point C is the output of the vertical polarization shows the feed line length from H2 to Y and H4 to Y is
feed line 64 while the antenna 60 is receiving . As shown 40 longer than from H1 to X and H3 to X , which adds the phase
above, no horizontal polarization signal is received at point difference to the signal that steers the beam in azimuth .
C. The isolation is increased to infinity , which shows that Similarly, the feed line length from V3 to B and V4 to B is
one element can be used for both polarizations simultane longer than from V1 to A and V2 to A , which adds the phase
difference to the signal that steers the beam in elevation . The
ously without isolation issues.
In a fourth example implementation of the embodiment 45 additional phase may be fixed or variable . In this case , the
shown in FIG . 3 , vertical polarization is received by the steering angles are introduced by extra length in the feed
vertical polarization feed line 62. Specifically , signal V1 is line. However, these additional phases can also be added by
fed at vertical polarization feed point V1 at an angle of 180 °, digital or analog phase shifters or hybrids. These additional
signal V2 is fed at vertical polarization feed point V2 at an phase delays are referred to as 01 phase delay 98 for
angle of 180 °, signal V3 is fed at vertical polarization feed 50 elevation (vertical direction ) and 62 phase delay 100 for
point V3 at an angle of 0 °, and signal V4 is fed at vertical azimuth (horizontal direction ).
polarization feed point V4 at an angle of 0 ° . For normalized
In a first example implementation of the embodiment
feed signals, V1= V2= V3 = V4 = 1. The signal at connection shown in FIG . 4 , horizontal polarization is received by the
point A equals V1 at 180 ° + V2 at 180 °, and the signal at vertical polarization feed line 82. Specifically , signal V1 is
connection point B equals V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 180 °. All four 55 fed at vertical polarization feed point V1 at an angle of 0 °,
signals add up at connection point C to equal V1 at 360 ° + V2 signal V2 is fed at vertical polarization feed point V2 at an
at 360 ° + V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 °. Since a 360° degree phase shift angle of 82°, signal V3 is fed at vertical polarization feed
is equivalent to a 0 ° degree phase shift, the signal at point V3 at an angle of 0 °, and signal V4 is fed at vertical
connection point C can be rewritten as V1 at 0 ° + V2 at polarization feed point V4 at an angle of e2º. For normalized
0 ° + V3 at 0 ° + V4 at 0 °. This result indicates that the vertical 60 feed signals , V1 = V2= V3= V4 = 1 . The signal at connection
polarization signal can be received and transmitted from the point A 92 equals V1 at 180 ° + V2 at 02 ° , the signal at
vertical polarization feed line 62 without cancellation or connection point B 92 equals V3 at (180 + 01 )° + V4 at
degradation . Point C is the output of the vertical polarization (01 + 02 )°, and the signal at connection point C 92 equals V1
feed line 62 while the antenna 60 is receiving . As indicated at 180 ° + V2 at 02 ° + V3 at (180 + 01)° + V4 at (01 + 02)'. The
above, at point C , the vertical signal is received without any 65 magnitude of the signal in the X direction is equal to
cancelation or attenuation as desired while no horizontal -1 + cos (82) + cos (180 +01) + cos(01 + 02 ), and the magnitude
polarization signal is received , which indicates that one of the signal in the Y direction is equal to sin (02 )+ sin
polarization feed point H3 at an angle of 0 °, and signal H4

without cancellation or attenuation issues .
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( 180 + 01) +sin (01 + 02 ). Thus, undesirable signals are sub

of the signal on the Y axis equals sin (01 )+ sin (180 + 02) +sin

stantially attenuated by at least 6 dB . Point C is the output (01 +02). This results in an attenuation of at least 6 db in the
of the vertical polarization feed line 82 while the antenna 80 unwanted signal. The point Z is the output of the horizontal
is receiving . As indicated above , no horizontal polarization feed line while the antenna is receiving . At point Z , only
signal is received at point C. The isolation is increased up to 5 horizontal polarization signalmust be received while little or
infinity , which indicates that one element can be used for no vertical polarization is received . As indicated above, no
both polarizations simultaneously without isolation issues. vertical signal is received at point Z. The isolation is
For example , if 01 = 30 and 02 = 60 , the magnitude of the increased up to infinity . Therefore complete isolation

signal in the X direction is equal to -1 + cos (60 )+ cos
(210 )+ cos (90 ), and the magnitude of the signal in the Y
direction is equal to sin (60 ) + sin ( 210 ) + sin (90 ). Thus, the
magnitude of the signal in the X direction equals -1.36 , and
the magnitude of the signal in the Y direction equals 1.36 .
Therefore , the magnitude of the total signal = 1.92 or 5.6 dB .
If the embodiment shown in FIG . 4 is not used , the magnitude of the unwanted signal at connection point C would
equal 4 or 12 dB . As a result , the embodiment shown in FIG .
4 provides an improvement of 12–5.6 = 6.4 dB .
As another example , if 01 =60 and 02 = 60 , the magnitude
of the signal in the X direction equals - 1+ cos (60) + cos
(240 ) + cos ( 120 ), and the magnitude of the signal in the Y
direction equals sin (60 ) + sin (240 )+ sin ( 120 ). Thus, the
magnitude of the signal in the X direction is -1.5 , and the
magnitude of the signal in the Y direction is 0.86 . Therefore,
themagnitude of the total signal equals 1.72 or 4.7 dB . If the

embodiment shown in FIG . 4 were not used , the magnitude
of the unwanted signal at point C would be 4 or 12 dB .
Accordingly, in this example, an improvement of
12-4.7 = 7.3 dB is achieved .

between polarizations is achieved in this configuration ,

10 which indicates that one element can be used for both
polarizations simultaneously without isolation issues .
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For example, if 01 =60 and 02 = 30 , the magnitude of the
signal in the X axes equals –1 + cos (60 )+ cos (210 ) + cos (90 ),
and the magnitude of the signal in the Y axes= sin (60 ) + sin
(210 ) + sin ( 90 ). Thus, the magnitude of the signal in the X
axes is -1.36 , and the magnitude of the signal in the Y axes
is 1.36 . Therefore , the magnitude of the total signal equals
1.92 or 5.6 dB , and the magnitude of the unwanted signal at
point C would be equal to 4 or 12 dB if this embodiment had
not been implemented . Accordingly, in this example, a
12–5.6 =6.4 dB improvement is achieved .
As another example, if 01 =60 and 82 = 60 , the magnitude
of the signal in the X axes = -1 + cos (240 )+ cos (60) + cos
( 120 ), and the magnitude of the signal in the Y axes sin
(60 )+ sin ( 240 ) + sin (120 ). Thus, the magnitude of the signal
in the X axes is -1.5 , and the magnitude of the signal in the
Y axes is 0.86 . Therefore, the magnitude of the total signal
is 1.72 or 4.7 dB . Since the magnitude of the unwanted
signal at point C would equal 4 or 12 dB without imple
menting this embodiment, a 12–4.7 or 7.3 dB improvement

In a second example implementation of the embodiment 30
is achieved . To be able to use one element antenna for both
vertical polarization feed line 82. Specifically , signal V1 is polarizations, the isolation between two signals (vertical and
fed at verticalpolarization feed point V1 at an angle of 180 °, horizontal) must be sufficient. In accordance with this
signal V2 is fed at vertical polarization feed point V2 at an embodiment, the isolation is improved by 7.3 dB , which
angle of 0 °, signal V3 is fed at vertical polarization feed 35 indicates that one element can be used for both polarizations
point V3 at an angle of 180 ° , and signal V4 is fed at vertical simultaneously .
polarization feed point V4 at an angle of 0 °. For normalized
In a fourth example implementation of the embodiment
feed signals, V1 = V2= V3 = V4 = 1 . The signal at connection shown in FIG . 4 , horizontal polarization is received by the
point A equals V1 at 360 ° + V2 at 0 ° or V1 at 0 ° + V2 at 0 °, horizontal polarization feed line 84. Specifically , signal H1
and the signal at connection point B equals V3 at ( 360+ 40 is fed at horizontal polarization feed pointH1 at an angle of
01)° + V4 at 01° or V3 at 01 ° + V4 at 01º. All four signals add 180 °, signal H2 is fed at horizontal polarization feed point
at connection point C to equal V1 at 0 ° + V2 at 0 ° + V3 at H2 at an angle of 180 °, signal H3 is fed at horizontal
01° + V4 at 01° . This result indicates that a vertical polar polarization feed point H3 at an angle of 0°, and signal H4
ization signal can be received and transmitted from the is fed at horizontal polarization feed point H4 at an angle of
vertical polarization feed line 82 without any cancellation or 45 0 °. For normalized feed signals, H1= H2= H3= H4 = 1. The
degradation . Point C is the output of the vertical polarization signal at connection point X equals H1 at 360 ° +H3 at 0 ° or
feed line while the antenna is receiving . As indicated above , H1 at 0 ° + H3 at 0 °, and the signal at connection point Y
shown in FIG . 4 , vertical polarization is received by the

at point C ,the vertical signal is received without any equals H2 at ( 360 + 02)° +H4 at 02° or H2 at 02° + H4 at 02 ° .
cancelation or attenuation as desired while no horizontal All four signals add at connection point Z to equal H1 at
polarization signal is received , which indicates that one 50 0 ° +H2 at 0 ° + H3 at 02° + V4 at 02°. This result indicates that
element can be used for both polarizations simultaneously the horizontal polarization signal can be received and trans
without cancellation or attenuation issues .
mitted from the horizontal polarization feed line 84 without
In a third example implementation of the embodiment any cancellation or degradation . Point Z is the output of the
shown in FIG . 4 , vertical polarization is received by the horizontal polarization feed line 84 while the antenna 80 is

horizontal polarization feed line 84. Specifically, signal H1 55 receiving . Only horizontal polarization signals are received
is fed at horizontal polarization feed point H1 at an angle of at point Z while little or no vertical polarization signal is
0 °, signal H2 is fed at horizontal polarization feed point H2

received . As shown above, at point Z , a horizontal polar

at an angle of 0 °, signal H3 is fed at horizontal polarization ization signal is received without any cancelation or attenu
feed point H3 at an angle of 01 °, and signal H4 is fed at ation as desired , which indicates that one element can be
horizontal polarization feed point H4 at an angle of 01 °. For 60 used for both polarizations simultaneously without attenu
normalized feed signals , H1= H2= H3= H4 = 1. The signal at ation issues .
connection point X equals H1 at 180 ° +H3 at 01° , and the
FIG . 5 shows an antenna 100 having vertical and hori
signal at connection point Y equals H3 at ( 180 + 02) ° +H4 at zontal polarization feed lines that provides isolation between
(01 + 02)'. All four signals add up at connection point Z to polarizations without azimuth or elevation scanning The
equal H1 at 180 ° + H2 at (180 + 02)° + H3 at 01° + H4 at (01+ 65 antenna 100 transmits and receives in two polarizations,
02 )'. The magnitude of the signal on the X axis equals such as two linear polarizations, such as vertical and hori
-1 + cos ( 180 +02 ) + cos (01) + cos (01 +02 ), and the magnitude zontal polarizations. However, alternative embodiments are
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feed point W equals H1 at 180° +H2 at 0 ° . Therefore, the

equally applicable to any type of polarization , such as
circular polarization . Line 102 represents a vertical polar signal at connection point Z is equal to -H1 at 0 ° +H2 at 0 °,
ization feed line, line 104 represents a horizontal polariza which equals 0. Since the magnitudes of the signals are
tion feed line , and a square represents an antenna element equal, the signals cancel each other, which indicates that the
106. Feed points V1, V2 represent vertical polarization feed 5 magnitude of undesirable vertical polarization signals
points 108, and feed points H1, H2 represent horizontal becomes zero at feed point W , which is the horizontal
polarization feed points 110. Feed point D represents feed polarization feed point. Therefore , complete isolation
point 112 for the vertical polarization feed line 102, and feed between polarizations is achieved in this configuration . Feed
point W represents feed point 114 for the horizontal polar point W is an output of the horizontal polarization feed line
ization feed line 104 .
10 104 while the antenna 100 is receiving . As indicated above ,
FIG . 5 shows an embodiment including a single element no vertical polarization signal is received at feed point W.
for dual linear polarization ,which is equally applicable to all The isolation is increased to infinity, which indicates that
types of antennas. Signals travelling between feed point D one element can be used for both polarizations simultane
and feed point V1 and signals travelling between feed point ously without isolation issues .
W and feed point H1 experience an additional 180 -degree 15 In a fourth example concerning the embodiment shown in
phase shift 116, 118, respectively, either due to an additional FIG . 5 , horizontal polarization is received by the horizontal
length of conductor 116 , 118 for a narrowband signal or a feed line 104. Specifically, signal H1 is fed at horizontal
phase shifter with a 180 ° hybrid (not shown ) for a wideband polarization feed point H1 at an angle of 180 °, and signal H2
signal. That is, in narrowband applications, such as those is fed at horizontal polarization feed pointH2 at an angle of
with bit rates less than or equal to 1.544 Mbps , the additional 20 0 ° . For normalized feed signals, H1 = H2 = 1. The signal at
length of conductor is used , and for wideband applications, feed point W equals H1 at 360 ° +H2 at 0 ° . Since a 360 °
such as those having bit rates of64 Kbps to 2 Mbps, the 180 ° degree phase shift is equivalent to a 0 ° degree phase shift ,
hybrid is used . In broadband applications, the 180 ° phase the signal at feed point W can be rewritten as H1 at 0 ° + H2
shift can be implemented by using hybrids, digital phase at 0 ° . This result indicates that a horizontal polarization
shifters, and /or analog phase shifters.
25 signal can be received and transmitted from the horizontal
In a first example concerning the embodiment shown in feed line without cancellation or degradation . Feed point W

FIG . 5 , horizontal polarization is received by a vertical feed
line 102.Specifically, signal V1 is fed at vertical polarization
feed point V1 108 at an angle of 0 ° , and signal V2 is fed at
vertical polarization feed point V2 108 at an angle of 0 °. For 30

normalized feed signals , V1 = V2= 1. The signal at feed point
D equals V1 at 180 ° + V2 at 0 °. Therefore , the signal at feed
point D is equal to -V1 at 0 ° + V2 at 0 °, which equals 0. Since

the magnitudes of the signals are equal, the signals cancel

is the output of the horizontal polarization feed line 104
while the antenna 100 is receiving . As indicated above, at
feed point W , the horizontal signal is received without
cancelation or attenuation as desired while no vertical polar

ization signal is received , which indicates that one element
can be used for both polarizations simultaneously without
cancellation or attenuation issues .

Accordingly, embodiments of the invention provide

each other, which indicates that undesirable horizontal 35 increased isolation between polarizations in an antenna by
polarization signal magnitudes become zero at feed point D. cancelling one polarization signal while another is being

Feed point D is an output of the vertical polarization feed
line while the antenna 100 is receiving . As indicated above ,

used . Five different feed network embodiments are shown in
FIGS. 1-5 . Specifically, FIG . 1 shows an embodiment which
no horizontal polarization signal is received at feed point D. does not implement scanning , FIG . 2 shows an embodiment
Thus, isolation is increased to infinity , which shows that one 40 implementing scanning elevation, FIG . 3 shows an
element can be used for both polarizations simultaneously embodiment implementing scanning in azimuth , FIG . 4
without any isolation issues .
shows an embodiment implementing scanning in both eleva
In a second example concerning the embodiment shown tion and azimuth , and FIG . 5 shows a single element
in FIG . 5 , vertical polarization is received by the vertical embodiment that does not implement scanning in either
feed line 102. Specifically , signal V1 is fed at vertical 45 elevation or azimuth . For the embodiments shown in FIGS .
polarization feed point V1 108 at an angle of 180 °, and 1-3 and 5 , complete isolation is achieved between polariza
signal V2 is fed at vertical polarization feed point V2 108 at tions, and the embodiment shown in FIG . 4 achieves at least
an angle of 0 ° . For normalized feed signals , V1 = V2 = 1. The a 6 db level of isolation .
signal at feed point D equals V1 at 360 ° + V2 at 0 °. Since a
FIG . 6 illustrates a two -element antenna array system 210
360 ° degree phase shift is equivalent to a 0 ° degree phase 50 that includes two (2 ) antenna elements configured in a
shift , the signal at feed point D can be rewritten as V1 at horizontal row arrangement, in which a unidirectional scan
0 ° + V2 at 0. This result indicates that a vertical polarization ning technique is applied to enable azimuth scanning An
signal can be received and transmitted from the vertical feed antenna array configuration for both azimuth and elevation
line 102 without cancellation or degradation . Feed point D scanning is configured with antenna elements disposed one
is the output of the vertical polarization feed line 102 while 55 above the other in a vertically stacked arrangement, as
the antenna 100 is receiving . As indicated above , at feed shown in FIG . 7 .
point D , the vertical signal is received without cancelation or
The antenna array system 210 includes antenna elements
attenuation as desired while no horizontal polarization signal 236 , 238. The antenna elements are shown as patch anten
is received . This shows that one element can be used for both
nas, but may also be implemented using one or more of a
polarizations simultaneously without cancellation or attenu- 60 linear , dual, orthogonal polarized element antenna known in
ation issues .
the art, such as a horizontal vertical +45 , -45 antenna . The
In a third example concerning the embodiment shown in antenna element 236 includes feed points 1-4 , and the
FIG . 5 , vertical polarization is received by a horizontal feed antenna element 238 includes feed points 5-8 . Feed points 2
line 104. Specifically, signal H1 is fed at horizontal polar and 4 are coupled by a connector 212 that includes a 180
ization feed point H1 110 at an angle of 0 °, and signal H2 65 degree phase shifter 214 , and feed points 1 and 3 are coupled
is fed athorizontalpolarization feed point H2 110 at an angle by a connector 216 that includes a 180 degree phase shifter
of 0 ° . For normalized feed signals, H1= H2 = 1 . The signal at 218. The connector may be implemented using a wire ,
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coaxial cable, semi-rigid cable, radio frequency cable ,

While this is happening , vertical polarization feed points

microstrip , stripline , and the like . Feed points 5 and 7 are
coupled by a connector 220 that includes a 180 degree phase
shifter 222 , and feed points 6 and 8 are coupled by a

2 and 4 of antenna element 236 receive the same current that
is traveling from feed point 3 to feed point 1 from remanence
or resonance radiation . Feed point 4 of antenna element 236
connector 224 that includes a 180 degree phase shifter 226. 5 receives the same current as feed point 2 of the antenna
Feed points 3 and 7 are coupled by a connector 228 that element 236 , but with a 180 degree phase shift , thus revers
includes a 01 degree phase shifter 230. Feed points 2 and 6 ing the direction of the current. This results in a complete
cancelation of current due to vertical polarization at node
are coupled by a connector 232 that includes a 02 degree 217
.
phase shifter 234. Thus, feed points 1 and 3 and feed points 10 Similarly
215 , despite the current phases at feed
5 and 7 are coupled by the connector 228 that includes the points 6 and, at 8node
of
antenna
element 238 are 02 degrees
01 degree phase shifter 230. Feed points 2 and 4 and feed
from the current phases at feed points 2 and 4 of
points 6 and 8 are coupled by the connector 232 that includes different
236 , due to phase reversal at feed point 8 of antenna
the 02 degree phase shifter 234. It is to be noted that 01 and element
element 238 ; the currents of antenna element 238 are
02 may be the same or different phases . Node 211 is coupled
cancelled at feed point 215. Therefore , nodes 215 , 217
between feed points 1 and 3, as is 180 degree phase shifter 15 exhibit
complete current cancelation of the vertical polar
218. Node 213 is coupled between feed points 5 and 7 , as is ization irrespective of the angle 01 used for horizontal
180 degree phase shifter 222. Node 215 is coupled between polarization . Although 81 affects scanning of the array , 01
feed points 6 and 8 , as is 180 degree phase shifter 226.Node does not affect the isolation in any way . Isolation is per

217 is coupled between feed points 2 and 4, as is 180 degree 20 formed at each of the antenna elements, but 01 is applied

phase shifter 214.Node 219 is coupled between nodes 211

outside the elements .

and 213 , as is 01 degree phase shifter 230. Node 221 is
coupled between nodes 215 and 217 , as is 02 degree phase
shifter 234. The phase shifters may be implemented using an
additional length of conductor, hybrid , digital phase shifter, 25
analog phase shifter , microstrip , stripline, and the like.
The antenna array system 210 and scanning technique are
shown in relation to linearly orthogonal polarized signals.
Although two antenna elements 236 , 238 are shown in FIG .

When node 219 transmits or receives in the horizontal
polarization , that is , when node 219 is transmitting or
receiving a horizontally polarized signal , node 221 is com
pletely isolated . Accordingly , nodes 215 and 217 are com
pletely isolated since there is no signal at these nodes.
Therefore , node 221 is also isolated since nodes 215 and 217

have no signal. Similarly, when node 221 transmits or
receives in the vertical polarization , that is , when node 219

6 , any quantity of antenna elements may be used while 30 horizontal
is transmitting
or receiving a vertically polarized signal, the
polarization at node 219 is completely isolated .

remaining within the scope of the disclosed subject matter.

When node 219 transmits or receives, the phase at node 213
of antenna element 238 is 01 degrees whereas , at node 211
of antenna element 236 , the phase is 0 degrees .
If there was no 180 degree phase reversal, that is, if the 35
180 degree phase shifter 218 was not coupled between feed
points 1 and 3 , the transmitted currents at feed points 1 and
3 of antenna element 236 , being in opposition ( i.e., on
opposing sides of the antenna 236 ) would cancel each other, 40
thereby eliminating radiation transmitted or received from
antenna element 236. However, with the 180 degree phase
reversal at feed point 1 of antenna element 236 , the current
at feed point 1 reverses direction and follows the direction
of the current at feed point 3 of antenna element 236, thereby 45
essentially doubling the current at feed point 3. Therefore ,
radiation from antenna element 236 occurs with horizontal
polarization in the direction from feed point 3 to feed point
1. Similarly , for antenna element 238 , the direction of
horizontally
polarized current is from feed point 7 to feed 50
point 5 with an additional phase shift of 81, thereby intro
ducing scanning or a beam swing at an angle of q degrees
in accordance with the following equations :
9

= .5 (Bdcos y +01 ) = 0 (can be plus or minus 01 );

( 1)

The two polarizations can scan in the same direction or in

different directions. Nodes 213 and 211 carry no energy , and
are thus completed isolated . Therefore , node 19 is com
pletely isolated because node 219 carries no energy . Thus,

for horizontal polarization , by varying 01 , scanning in
azimuth is achieved . Similarly , for vertical polarization , by

varying 02 , scanning in azimuth is achieved .
Antenna elements 236 , 238 are illustrated as being
arranged in a horizontal row configuration in FIG . 6. If
antenna elements 236 , 238 are arranged in a vertical column
configuration , for horizontal polarization , by varying 01,
scanning in elevation would be achieved . Similarly , for
verticalpolarization in the vertical column configuration , by
varying 02, scanning in elevation would be achieved .
FIG . 7 shows a four -element antenna array system 240
that scans in two directions with antenna elements 258, 262
at zero degrees and antenna elements 260, 264 at 01 degrees,
thus scanning in azimuth for the horizontal polarization . For
example
, if the array of left antenna elements 258, 262 is at
a phase of zero degrees and the array of right antenna
elements 260 , 264 is at a phase of 01 degrees, then the
combination will result in the beam tilted (or scanned ) at an
angle of 01, which represents scanning in azimuth . In
55 elevation , the horizontal polarization is scanned with
antenna elements 258 , 260 at 0 degrees and antenna ele

ments 262, 264 at 03 degrees, thus achieving both azimuth
and elevation beam shifting or scanning . For example, if
upper antenna elements 258 , 260 are at a phase of 0 degrees
2?
(3)
B À
60 and lower antenna element 262 , 264 are at a phase of 63
degrees , then the combination will result in the beam being
scanned in elevation . Thus, for horizontal polarization , by
where d represents element spacing, which is typically varying 01, scanning in azimuth is achieved . Similarly, for
provided in terms of a , o represents a direction of propa horizontal polarization , by varying 03, scanning in elevation
gation , and , represents the operating wavelength . For 65 is achieved .
example , if 01 = r , the array is an end fire array. Similarly , if
The antenna element 258 includes feed points 241-244 ,
Q = Bdcos y + 01 = 0 ;

01 = 0 , the array is broadside array.

(2 )

and the antenna element 260 includes feed points 245-248 .
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Feed points 241, 243, 245, 247 are associated with horizon
tal polarization since the feed points 241, 243, 245 , 247 are
positioned horizontally with respect to each other . Similarly ,
feed points 242, 244 , 246 , 248 are associated with vertical
polarization since the feed points 242 , 244 , 246 , 248 are 5

is applied to antenna elements 262 , 264 , elevation scanning
occurs when the antenna elements 258, 260 are at a phase
angle equal to zero. 61 is not relevant because the signal at
306 , 308, 320 , and 322 is zero . Thus, for vertical polariza
tion , by varying 02 , scanning in azimuth is achieved . Simi

242 , 244 are coupled by a connector 266 that includes a 180

elevation is achieved .

positioned vertically with respect to each other . Feed points

larly, for vertical polarization , by varying 04, scanning in

degree phase shifter 268, and feed points 241, 243 are
Thus, vertical polarization can be scanned in azimuth ,
coupled by a connector 270 that includes a 180 degree phase elevation , or both azimuth and elevation . In a similar man
shifter 272. Feed points 245 , 247 are coupled by a connector 10 ner, the horizontal polarization at nodes 306 , 308 , 320 , 322
274 that includes a 180 degree phase shifter 276 , and feed are cancelled since feed points 241, 245 , 249 , 253 are 180
points 246 , 248 are coupled by a connector 278 that includes degrees out of phase with nodes 243 , 247 , 251 and 255 ,
a 180 degree phase shifter 280. Feed points 243, 247 are which are at a phase angle of zero . Accordingly , nodes 314 ,
coupled by a connector 282 that includes a phase shifter 284. 316 are isolated and , therefore, the transmitter (or receiver )
The antenna element 262 includes feed points 253-256 , 15 node 314 is completely isolated . Since nodes 314 , 316 do not
and the antenna element 264 includes feed points 249-252. carry any energy node 315 is isolated, as there is no energy.
Feed points 249, 251, 253, 255 are associated with horizon
FIG . 8 illustrates a three - element antenna array system
tal polarization since the feed points 249 , 251, 253 , 255 are 350, which includes three (3 ) antenna elements but is
positioned horizontally with respect to each other . Similarly , equally applicable to any odd number of antenna elements,
feed points 250 , 252, 254 , 256 are associated with vertical 20 configured in a horizontal row arrangement, in which a
polarization since the feed points 250 , 252 , 254 , 256 are unidirectional scanning technique is applied to enable azi
positioned vertically with respect to each other. Feed points muth scanning.
254 , 256 are coupled by a connector 286 that includes a 180
An antenna array configuration for elevation scanning is
degree phase shifter 88 , and feed points 253, 255 are coupled configured with antenna elements disposed one above the
by a connector 290 that includes a 180 degree phase shifter 25 other in a vertically stacked arrangement, as shown in FIG .
292. Feed points 249 , 251 are coupled by a connector 294 7. Antenna elements 352, 354 , 356 are illustrated as being
that includes a 180 degree phase shifter 296 , and feed points arranged in a horizontal row configuration in FIG . 8. If
250, 252 are coupled by a connector 298 that includes a 180 antenna elements 352, 354 , 356 are arranged in a vertical
degree phase shifter 300. Feed points 251, 255 are coupled column configuration, for horizontal polarization , by vary
by a connector 302 that includes a phase shifter 304 .
30 ing 01, scanning in elevation would be achieved. Similarly,
Node 306 is coupled between feed point 243 and 180 for vertical polarization in the vertical column configuration ,
degree phase shifter 272 , node 308 is coupled between feed by varying 02, scanning in elevation would be achieved . 01
point 247 and 180 degree phase shifter 276. Node 110 is provided by phase shifter 400 , and 02 is provided by phase
coupled between feed point 248 and 180 degree phase shifter 204 ?
shifter 280 , and node 312 is coupled between feed point 244 35 The antenna array system 150 includes antenna elements
and 180 degree phase shifter 268. Node 315 is coupled 352 , 354 , 356. The antenna elements are shown as patch
between node 306 and phase shifter 284 , and node 316 is antennas, but may also be implemented using one or more
coupled between node 320 and phase shifter 304 .
of any linear, dual , orthogonal polarized element antenna
Node 320 is coupled between feed point 255 and the 180 known in the art, such as a horizontal vertical +45 , -45
degree phase shifter 292 , node 322 is coupled between feed 40 antenna. The antenna element 352 includes feed points 358,
point 251 and 180 degree phase shifter 296. Node 324 is 360 , 362, 364 ; antenna element 354 includes feed points
coupled between feed point 252 and 180 degree phase 366 , 368, 370 , 372; and antenna element 156 includes feed
shifter 300, and node 326 is coupled between feed point 256 points 374 , 376 , 378 , 380. Feed points 360, 364 are coupled
and 180 degree phase shifter 288. Node 328 is coupled by a connector 382 that includes a 180 degree phase shifter
between node 312 and phase shifter 330, which is coupled 45 384 , and feed points 358 and 362 are coupled by a connector
between nodes 328, 326. Node 332 is coupled between node 186 that includes a 180 degree phase shifter 388. The
310 and phase shifter 334 , which is coupled between nodes connector may be implemented using a wire, coaxial cable ,
324 , 332. Node 336 is coupled between node 328 and phase semi-rigid cable, radio frequency cable,microstrip , stripline ,
shifter 340 , which is coupled between nodes 332 , 336 .
and the like . Feed points 366 and 370 are coupled by a
For the antenna array system 240 shown in FIG . 7 , the 50 connector 390 that includes a 180 degree phase shifter 392 ,
vertical polarization at nodes 310 , 312 , 324 , 326 cancel due and feed points 368 and 372 are coupled by a connector 394
to the 180 degree phase shifters 268, 280, 288, 300 when that includes a 180 degree phase shifter 396. Feed points 362
compared with nodes 244 , 248, 252, 256 , which have a and 370 are coupled by a connector 398 that includes a 01
phase of 0 degrees. The result is that when node 315 degree phase shifter 400. Feed points 360 and 368 are
transmits or receives, there is no energy transmitted or 55 coupled by a connector 402 that includes a 02 degree phase
received at node 336 since nodes 310 , 312 , 324 , 326 are shifter 404. Thus, feed points 358 and 362 and feed points
completely isolated . Therefore, nodes 328 , 332 do not 366 and 370 are coupled by the connector 398 that includes
receive any signal, so that node 336 is completely isolated . the 01 degree phase shifter 400 ,and feed points 360 and 364
That is , in the case where horizontal polarization is trans and feed points 368 and 372 are coupled by the connector
mitted or received , no vertical polarization exists because 60 402 that includes the 02 degree phase shifter 404. It is to be
the vertical polarization has been canceled . As nodes 310 , noted that 01 and 02 may be the same or different phases.
312 , 326 , 324 carry no energy ; node 336 also carries no Node 406 is coupled between feed points 358 and 362, as is
energy .
180 degree phase shifter 388. Node 408 is coupled between
Similarly , if verticalpolarization is used , there is scanning feed points 366 and 370 , as is 180 degree phase shifter 392.
in azimuth due to the phase angle 02 applied to antenna 65 Node 410 is coupled between feed points 368 and 372, as is
elements 260 , 264 when antenna element 258 , 262 are at a 180 degree phase shifter 396. Node 412 is coupled between
phase angle equal to zero . In addition , when phase angle 04 feed points 360 and 364, as is 180 degree phase shifter 384.
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Node 414 is coupled between nodes 406 and 408, as is 01

degree phase shifter 400. Node 416 is coupled between
nodes 410 and 412 , as is 02 degree phase shifter 404. The
phase shifters may be implemented using an additional
length
of conductor
, hybrid
, digital
shifter
phase shifter
, microstrip
, stripline
, andphase
the like
. , analog 5
The antenna array system 350 and scanning technique are
shown in relation to linearly orthogonal polarized signals.
Although three antenna elements 352, 354 , 356 are shown in
FIG . 8 , any quantity of antenna elements may be used while 10
remaining within the scope of the disclosed subject matter.
When node 414 transmits or receives, the phase at node 406

When node 414 transmits or receives in the horizontal

polarization , that is, when node 414 is transmitting or
receiving a horizontally polarized signal, node 416 is com
pletely isolated . At this time, nodes 410 and 412 are com

pletely isolated , that is , there is no signal at these nodes.
Therefore, node 416 is also isolated since nodes 410 and 412

have no signal. Similarly , when node 416 transmits or
receives in the vertical polarization , that is when node 414
is transmitting or receiving a vertically polarized signal, the

horizontal polarization at node 414 is completely isolated .
The two polarizations can scan in the same direction or in

different directions. Nodes 208 and 406 carry no energy , and
of antenna element 352 is 01 degrees , whereas at node 408 are
thus completed isolated . Therefore, node 414 is com
of antenna element 354, the phase is 0 degrees .
If there was no 180 degree phase reversal, that is , if the 15 pletely isolated because node 414 carries no energy.
180 degree phase shifter 388 was not coupled between feed
Feed points 376 and 380 are coupled by a connector 418

points 1 and 3 , the transmitted currents at feed points 358
and 362 of antenna element 352 being in opposition would

that includes a 180 degree phase shifter 420, and feed points
374 and 378 are coupled by a connector 422 that includes a

cancel each other, thereby eliminating radiation transmitted

180 degree phase shifter 424. The connector may be imple

or received from antenna element 352. However, with the 20 mented using a wire, coaxial cable, semi-rigid cable , radio

180 degree phase reversal at feed point 358 of antenna frequency cable, microstrip , stripline, and the like . Feed
element 352 , the current at feed point 358 reverses direction points 370 and 378 are coupled by a connector 426. Feed
and follows the direction of the current at feed point 362 of points 368 , 376 are coupled by a connector 428. Thus, feed
antenna element 352, thereby essentially doubling the cur points 366 , 370 and feed points 374 , 378 are coupled by the
rent at feed point 362. Therefore , radiation from antenna 25 connector 426 , and feed points 368 and 372 and feed points
element 352 occurs with horizontal polarization in the 376 and 380 are coupled by the connector 428. It is to be
direction from feed point 362 to feed point 358. Similarly, noted that 81 and 02 may be the same or different phases.
for antenna element 354 , the direction of horizontally polar Node 430 is coupled between feed points 374 and 378 , as is
ized current is from feed point 370 to feed point 366 with an 180 degree phase shifter 424. Node 432 is coupled between
additional phase shift of 01, thereby introducing a beam 30 feed points 376, 380, as is 180 degree phase shifter 420. The
swing or scanning at an angle of q degrees in accordance phase shifters may be implemented using an additional
length of conductor , hybrid , digital phase shifter, analog
with the following equations :
phase shifter, microstrip , stripline, and the like .
Complete isolation occurs between two orthogonal linear
= .5 (Bdcos Q +01) = 0 (can be plus or minus 01 );

(1) 35 polarizations at each of antenna elements 352, 354 , 356. In

the case where cancellation at each antenna element is not

Q = Bdcos y + 01 = 0 ;
?

20

ai
.

( 3)
40

where d represents element spacing, which is typically
provided in terms ofà, q represents a direction of propa
gation , and à , represents the operating wavelength . For
example , if 01 = r , the array is an end fire array. Similarly, if 45
01= 0 , the array is broadside array.
While this is happening, vertical polarization feed points

quite 100 % due to remanence or resonance power, for even
quantities of elements , this power is reduced by an addi
tional 100 % due to the array by, for example, nodes 217 , 221
in FIG . 6 , nodes 328 , 336 and 314 , 315 in FIG . 7. Complete
( 100 % ) cancellation occurs for arrays with an even quantity
of antenna elements in accordance with the following equa
tion :

Quantity of elements
Quantity of elements

(4)

360 and 364 of antenna element 352 receive the same

current that is traveling from feed point 362 to feed point
For arrays with an odd quantity of elements , the following
358 from remanence or resonance radiation . Feed point 364 50 equation
applies:
of antenna element 352 receives the same current as feed
point 360 of the antenna element 352, but with a 180 degree

phase shift, thus reversing the direction of the current. This
results in a complete cancelation of current due to the
55
vertical polarization at node 412 .
Similarly, at node 410 , even though the current phases at

feed points 368 and 372 of antenna element 354 are 02
degrees different from the current phases at feed points 360
and 364 of element 352, due to phase reversal at feed point
372 of antenna element 354 , the currents of antenna element 60

Quantity of elements – 1
Quantity of elements

(5)

For example , cancellation for the three -element array shown
in FIG . 8 is an additional 2/3 or -67 % cancellation , that is,
100 % plus 2/3 -67 % cancellation . Cancellation for the two
or four- element array shown in FIGS . 1 and 2 is 100 % plus

354 are cancelled at feed point 410. Therefore, nodes 410 , an additional 100 % . Cancellation for a five -element array is
412 exhibit complete current cancelation of the vertical 4/5 or 80 % of any small amount not cancelled at 100 %
polarization irrespective of the angle 01 used for horizontal previously .
polarization . Although 01 affects the scanning of the array,
Although embodiments of the invention are disclosed
01 does not affect the isolation in any way. Isolation is 65 with a specific number of elements, such as four (4 ) ele
performed at each of the antenna elements, but 01 is applied ments , the invention is not limited to four (4 ) elements, and
outside the elements .
is equally applicable to configurations including any mul
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tiple of four (4 ) elements, such as one ( 1), two (2 ), eight (8 ),

twelve (12 ), or sixteen ( 16 ) elements, and the like . Further,
any type of element can be used while remaining within the
scope of the invention . Embodiments of the invention make

28

Although specific example embodiments have been

described , it will be evident that various modifications and
changes are made to these embodiments without departing
from the broader scope of the inventive subject matter
it possible to use one element simultaneously for two (2 ) 5 described herein . Accordingly , the specification and draw
are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a
polarizations. Embodiments of the invention are also appli ings
restrictive sense. The accompanying drawings that form a
cable to phased arrays .
Although the specification describes components and part hereof, show by way of illustration , and without limi

tation , specific embodiments in which the subject matter are

functions implemented in the embodiments with reference to practiced . The embodiments illustrated are described in
particular standards and protocols, the embodiment are not 10 sufficient
detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice
limited to such standards and protocols .
the teachings herein . Other embodiments are utilized and
The illustrations of embodiments described herein are
therefrom , such that structural and logical substitu
intended to provide a general understanding of the structure derived
tions and changes are made without departing from the
of various embodiments , and the embodiments are not 15 scope of this disclosure. This Detailed Description , there
intended to serve as a complete description of all the fore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope of
elements and features of apparatus and systems that might various embodiments is defined only by the appended
make use of the structures described herein . Many other claims, along with the full range of equivalents to which
embodiments will be apparent to those skilled in the art upon such claims are entitled .
reviewing the above description . Other embodiments are 20 Given the teachings provided herein ,one of ordinary skill
utilized and derived therefrom , such that structural and in the art will be able to contemplate other implementations
logical substitutions and changes are made without depart and applications of the techniques of the disclosed embodi
ing from the scope of this disclosure . Figures are also merely ments . Although illustrative embodiments have been
representational and are not drawn to scale . Certain propor
described herein with reference to the accompanying draw
tions thereof are exaggerated , while others are decreased . 25 ings, it is to be understood that these embodiments are not
Accordingly , the specification and drawings are to be limited to the disclosed embodiments , and that various other
regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense .
changes and modifications are made therein by one skilled
Such embodiments are referred to herein , individually in the art without departing from the scope of the appended
and/or collectively, by the term “ embodiment” merely for claims.
convenience and without intending to voluntarily limit the 30 What is claimed is:
scope of this application to any single embodiment or
1. A multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna ,
inventive concept if more than one is in fact shown. Thus, which comprises:
although specific embodiments have been illustrated and
a plurality of ele nts , the plurality of elements compris
described herein , it should be appreciated that any arrange
ment calculated to achieve the same purpose are substituted 35
for the specific embodiments shown . This disclosure is
intended to cover any and all adaptations or variations of

ing a first element and a second element, the first
element being fed with a first polarization signal at a
first feed point and a third feed point, the first element
being fed with a second polarization signal at a second
various embodiments. Combinations of the above embodi
feed point and a fourth feed point, the second element
ments, and other embodiments not specifically described
being fed with the first polarization signal at a fifth feed
herein , will be apparent to those skilled in the art upon 40
point and a seventh feed point, the second element
reviewing the above description .
being fed with the second polarization signal at a sixth
In the foregoing description of the embodiments, various
feed point and an eighth feed point, the first polariza
features are grouped together in a single embodiment for the
tion signal comprising a first polarization , the second
purpose of streamlining the disclosure. This method of
polarization signal comprising a second polarization ,
disclosure is not to be interpreted as reflecting that the 45
the first polarization being different from the second
claimed embodiments have more features than are expressly
polarization ;
recited in each claim . Rather, as the following claims reflect,
a first feed line operatively coupling the plurality of
inventive subject matter lies in less than all features of a
elements , the first feed line being associated with the
single embodiment. Thus the following claims are hereby
first polarization ;
incorporated into the detailed description , with each claim 50 a second feed line operatively coupling the plurality of
standing on its own as a separate example embodiment.
elements , the second feed line being associated with the
The abstract is provided to comply with 37 C.F.R. $ 1.72
second polarization ;
(b ), which requires an abstract that will allow the reader to
a first 180 degree phase shifter operatively coupled in the
quickly ascertain the nature of the technical disclosure . It is
first feed line between the first and third feed points ;
submitted with the understanding that it will not be used to 55 a second 180 degree phase shifter operatively coupled in
interpret or limit the scope or meaning of the claims. In
the second feed line between the second and fourth feed
points ;
addition , in the foregoing Detailed Description , it can be
seen that various features are grouped together in a single
a third 180 degree phase shifter operatively coupled in the
embodiment for the purpose of streamlining the disclosure .
first feed line between the fifth and seventh feed points ;
This method of disclosure is not to be interpreted as reflect- 60 a fourth 180 degree phase shifter operatively coupled in
ing an intention that the claimed embodiments require more
the second feed line between the sixth and eighth feed
features than are expressly recited in each claim . Rather, as
points ;
the following claims reflect, inventive subject matter lies in
a 01 degree phase shifter operatively coupled in the first
less than all features of a single embodiment. Thus the
feed line between the third and seventh feed points ; and
following claims are hereby incorporated into the Detailed 65 a 02 degree phase shifter operatively coupled in the
second feed line between the second and sixth feed
Description , with each claim standing on its own as sepa
points.
rately claimed subject matter.
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2. The multi-polarized phased array antenna, as defined

by claim 1 , wherein the first feed line is bent in only right
angles.

3. The multi -polarized phased array antenna , as defined
by claim 1, wherein the second feed line is bent in only right 5
angles.
4. The multi -polarized phased array antenna , as defined
by claim 1 , wherein the element comprises a patch antenna .
5. The multi -polarized scanning phased array antenna , as
defined by claim 1 , wherein the first feed line at least one of 10
transmits and receives at least one of a vertically polarized
signal, horizontally polarized signal, right-hand clockwise
circularly polarized signal, and left-hand counterclockwise
circularly polarized signal.

coupling a second 180 degree phase shifter operatively in
the second feed line between the second and fourth feed
points;
coupling a third 180 degree phase shifter operatively in
the first feed line between the fifth and seventh feed
points ;
coupling a fourth 180 degree phase shifter operatively in
the second feed line between the sixth and eighth feed
points;
coupling a 01 degree phase shifter operatively in the first
feed line between the third and seventh feed points; and

coupling a 02 degree phase shifter operatively in the
second feed line between the second and sixth feed

points .
9. The method of increasing isolation between polariza
tions in a multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna as
defined by claim 8 , further comprising bending the first feed
line is bent in only right angles.
20
10. The method of increasing isolation between polariza
tions in a multi -polarized scanning phased array antenna , as
defined by claim 8 , further comprising bending the second
feed line in only right angles .
11. The method of increasing isolation between polariza
8. A method of increasing isolation between polarizations 25 tions in a multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna , as
in a multi -polarized scanning phased array antenna , which defined by claim 8 , wherein the element comprises a patch
comprises :
antenna .
coupling a plurality of elements operatively with a first
method of increasing isolation between polariza
feed line, the plurality of elements comprising a first tions12.inThea multi
-polarized scanning phased array antenna , as
element
and
a
second
element
,
the
first
element
being
30
defined
by
claim
8 , further comprising at least one of
fed with a first polarization signal at a first feed point transmitting, receiving
by the first feed line at least one of a
and a third feed point, the first element being fed with vertically polarized signal
, horizontally polarized signal,
a second polarization signal at a second feed point and right-hand clockwise circularly
polarized signal , left-hand
a fourth feed point, the second element being fed with counterclockwise circularly polarized
signal.
the first polarization signal at a fifth feed point and a 35 13. The method of increasing isolation
between polariza
seventh feed point, the second element being fed with
tions
in
a
multi
polarized
scanning
phased
antenna , as
the second polarization signal at a sixth feed point and defined by claim 8, further comprising array
one of
an eighth feed point, the first polarization signal com transmitting , receiving by the second feed atlineleast
at least one
prising a first polarization , the second polarization
signal comprising a second polarization, the first polar- 40 of a vertically polarized signal,horizontally polarized signal,
circularly polarized signal, left-hand
ization being different from the second polarization , the right-hand clockwise
circularly polarized signal.
first feed line being associated with the first polariza counterclockwise
14. The method of increasing isolation between polariza
tion ;
coupling the plurality of elements operatively with a tions in a multi-polarized scanning phased array antenna, as
second feed line, the second feed line being associated 45 tally
definedpolarized
by claim feed
8 ,wherein
first feedfeedline line
is a horizon
line, thethe second
being a
with the second polarization ;
vertically polarized feed line.

6. The multi- polarized scanning phased array antenna, as
defined by claim 1 , wherein the second feed line at least one
of transmits and receives at least one of a vertically polarized
signal, horizontally polarized signal, right-hand clockwise
circularly polarized signal, and left -hand counterclockwise
circularly polarized signal.
7. The multi -polarized scanning phased array antenna, as
defined by claim 1 , wherein the first feed line is a horizon
tally polarized feed line, the second feed line being a
vertically polarized feed line.

coupling a first 180 degree phase shifter operatively in the
first feed line between the first and third feed points;
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